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Human Centered
Design

Scanning & Framing
Examining world trends and 
unmet user needs to frame 
opportunities; Aligning with 

Mayo strategy

Experimenting
Understanding user needs 

to define and refine 
concepts

Prototyping
Iterating and validating 

tangible models

Implementing
Transitioning ownership to an 

operational home 
 

We innovate by using design thinking, deep collaboration and rapid 
experimentation to co-create the unparalleled health care experience.
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When I Need 
to Come to You

Always Be There For Me.

When You Can
Come to Me

When I Never Knew
I Needed You

Help Me Understand
and Apply Innovation
to My Work
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Research for Design
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11:28am
Housecleaning cleans D
New nurse 3 comes in to assist A
New patient settles in C

11:30am
Nurse 2 works at computer
Nurse 3 moves to help B
Nurse 2 checks chemo with B

11:31am
Nurse 2 and 3 set up IV for B
New patient arrives for D with new nurse 4
Nurses 2, 3 complete task with B
Nurse 1 checks in with C

11:33am
Nurse 4 helps D
Patient B starts to read book
Patient A eats snack and chats with B
Nurse 4 checks with D
Nurse 1 returns with meds for D

11:35am
Nurse 1 cares for C
Guest for E and new guest for D try to figure 
out seating, realize awkwardness, and keep 
their distance from each other 

11:36am
Nurse 2 gloves and checks A

11:37am
Nurse 1 continues to set up C
Guest of E leaves after patient falls asleep
F and guest continue lively conversation

11:38am
1 prepares pillow and heat pad for C
Nurse bumps into cart while washing hands
C talks about infusion time with 1

4

Continuous Activity in the Treatment Area

11:39am
Nurse circulates through unit

11:40am
Entire room quiets down
Guest of C returns with coffees and snacks
Nurses 2 and 4 work at computer

11:41am
B is reading
E is sleeping
A,C,D,F are eating and chatting
2 checks B
Guest of D begins to relax and talk with 
guest of E

11:42am
2 connects new drip to new drip to B
1 returns to computer
Guest of C begins reading book
B collects belongings and pole to move to 
private room

11:44am
Housecleaning cleans B
2 checks in on A
1 and 2 chat while working on computers
2 checks on A

11:46am
1 returns with patient print out
1 and 2 discuss question
Volunteer brings food tray around and shares 
stories
2 chats with C and guest

11:48am
New patient arrives for B – short treatment, 
no guest, brings newspaper

11:49am
Nurse reviews treatment with patient
1 works on computer 
Volunteer chats with C
2 returns from assisting another nurse
E wakes up from nap, talks with nurse

11:50am
2 administers to E and answers questions
1 talks with doctor on phone 
A gets up to walk to the restroom
E requests wheelchair

11:52am
2 collects wheelchair from corridor
Patient E leaves unit in wheelchair 
1 makes phone calls
Nurse 3 checks with several patients

11:53am
Volunteer visits with new patient E–clearly 
they have spoken before

11:54am
1 connects IV for C
2 works on computer
D waits patiently for chemo
4 goes to cart to get cleaning supplies 
to clean E

11:56am
2 helps A get settled in chair
2 askes 4 about next patient
B chats with C about hometimes

11:58am
1 leaves for lunch
2 preps chemo for E
4 escorts new patient
new patient brings 4 guests
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 “Fly-on-the-wall” observations revealed 

the diverse conversations, continuous 

interactions, and spontaneous teamwork 

that create an environment for care in the 

chemotherapy unit. The notes to the right 

represent a small sample of the constant 

activity observed during a day in the unit.







Lounge area near treatment spaces

Lounge area within a large treatment space
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Patient/Guest Space Experiment
Lounge Area

Lounge seating experiments were conducted to shift the tone of the environment to be 
more inviting and relaxing. 

Current State: Personal Experiences in an Clinical Space
Patients and guests must overcome the awkwardness of limited space and mobile medical 
equipment to make the most of their time together during treatment. They describe the 
current space as very clinical and industrial. The close proximity to other patients and 
guests in the current space often facilitates interaction and conversation, but sometimes 
families need a change of scene in order to relax or focus on personal conversations. 

Experiment Set-Up
This experiment utilized available furniture to set up a lounge area. Seating areas were set 
up in two locations: within a treatment room and close to a treatment room. This allowed 
us to learn if location affected usage.

Observations: Patients and Guests Want to Feel More Relaxed
The response of patients to lounge areas was quick and positive. They liked moving to a 
more comfortable place with a different atmosphere once treatment was underway. If  
they were in an area of the infusion room with enthusiastic conversation between patients,  
they sometimes needed a break for some peace and quiet. Also, patients who didn’t want 
to disturb others in the treatment room used it for phone calls. In general, the lounges felt 
“more like home”, were more flexible, and provided welcome variety to a long session in 
an infusion chair. The setting didn’t feel so clinical or industrial and felt more connected 
to daily life, a priority for many patients. One patient mentioned how wonderful it was to 
rest her head on her husband’s shoulder during treatment. Others had a chance to talk 
with their oncologist with more privacy. Guests appreciated the flexibility to sit in different 
ways on a couch or chair. The arrangement supported conversation, reading, and watching 
television. Patients who didn’t know each other happily shared the room. The lounge area 
also provided a flexible location for nurses to seat patients for short periods of time if they 
were waiting for a chair or bed. 

Opportunity
Alternate seating areas, even at a small scale, introduce flexibility to the experience for 
patients and guests. In addition, a more appealing patient chair and guest seating in the 
treatment space create a more satisfying experience for patient and guest.
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CoDE Program Outcomes
 4 cohorts 14 care delivery models
 37 awards 12 invention disclosures
   6 patents
   5 licensed products
   2 service offerings
   2 clinical trials
   1 educational delivery model
   1 clinical consensus tool
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